Working group Geoarchaeology

Annual Convention 2017, 1st announcement

Historic landscape changes: natural processes vs. human activity

12. - 14.05.2017, Erlangen

The 13th annual convention of the geoarchaeology working group in Germany takes place in May 2017 in Erlangen. Hosts are the Institutes of Geography and Prehistory of the FAU Erlangen-Nürnberg, and the Bavarian State Office of Monument Protection. The meeting focuses on the one hand on reports covering practical work and employment perspectives for geoarchaeologists, and on the other hand on the framework topic of historical landscape changes in the context of natural processes and human activities.

Program:

- Friday 12.05.2017: lectures connected to the framework topic "Historic landscape changes: natural processes vs. human activity", keynote lecture by Prof. Dr. Hendrik Bruins (BGU Beer Sheva), afterwards Icebreaker party while grilling in the lecture hall garden.

- Saturday 13.05.2017: lectures focusing on reports from practical work and on employment perspectives in Germany; meeting of the members; and in the evening optional supper and pleasant company in the Entla's cellar.

- Sunday 14.05.2017: Half-day excursion to the Frankish Keuper area, visit of running excavations, and optional conclusion of the event in the open-air museum Bad Windsheim. With some luck we can visit profiles of a pipeline excavation. In every case, widespread colluvia, fillings of dolines and channels, and soils typical for the Keuper area expect us. Departure at 9:00 AM, return to Erlangen till 5:00 PM (on Sundays parking is available at the Institute of Geography).

Deadline for lecture and poster contributions is 05.02.2017. More information to conference fees, organization and accommodation as well as the registration form are available on our website: [http://www.geographie.nat.uni-erlangen.de/event/ak-geoarch-in-erlangen-12-14-mai/](http://www.geographie.nat.uni-erlangen.de/event/ak-geoarch-in-erlangen-12-14-mai/)

Registration fee: 50 €
Excursion: 30 €

Contact:
Dr. Bernhard Lucke
Email: bernhard.lucke@fau.de

Dr. Bernhard Lucke, M.A. Martin Nadler, Prof. Dr. Thorsten Uthmeyer
Directions

The lectures and poster presentations will be held in the main lecture hall C of the campus Bismarckstr. (see map below). It can easily be reached on foot from the city centre and the main railway station (15 Mins.); in addition, there are busses (line 290, stop Hindenburgstr.).

The parking situation in the city of Erlangen is difficult, and using public transportation is recommended. Who prefers arriving by car might find a place in the multi-storey car-parking Schwabachanlage 14 (parkhouse of the University Hospital in Erlangen, 5 minutes on foot to the lecture hall C). In addition, some hotels have parking lots.

In the evening of May 12th, we will grill on the green areas in front of the lecture hall C as an Icebreaker party. In the evening of May 13th, we will form a pleasant company in the Entla's cellar where hungry attendants can also order a supper (http://www.entlaskeller.de/). The Entla's cellar lies approx. 15 minutes on foot from the lecture hall C (An den Kellern 5-7, 91054 Erlangen).

The excursion bus leaves on May 14th at 9:00 AM from the bus stop at the corner of Hindenburgstr./Bismarckstr., close to the lecture hall C.

Map showing the locations of the Institute of Geography in Erlangen. Lectures take place in "Hörsaal C".
Accommodation

In the city centre of Erlangen including the surroundings of the main railway station, there are lots of hotels and pensions. We recommend early booking using accommodation portals in the internet since many tourists visit the city during summer. All hotels or pensions near the railway station or city centre can be reached on foot from the lecture hall C in approx. 15 Mins. This is also true for the youth hostel in Erlangen. Some hotels offer parking lots.
Registration form for the annual convention of the working group Geoarchaeology

12. - 14. May 2017 in Erlangen

The deadline for lecture and poster registrations is 05.02.2017. Registered contributions will only be scheduled after the registration payment has been received.

Forms (and student ID's) via email, Fax oder mail to:

Dr. Bernhard Lucke
FAU Erlangen-Nürnberg
Institut für Geographie
Wetterkreuz 15
91058 Erlangen
Fax: +49 9131 8522013
Email: bernhard.lucke@fau.de
Germany

Name:

Institution:

Adress:

Email:

Fees:

Registration = 50,-
Exkursion (14.05.) = 30,-
Icebreaker (12.05.) = Yes
Pleasant company (13.05.) = Yes

Students 25,-
Students 15,-
Not attending
Not attending

Sum: Euro

Students, please add a scan of your valid student ID or other proof of your status.

Please pay the registration fees mentioning your full name and this transaction ID 4170.0173.1804 to the following bank account:

Institute of Geography, FAU
IBAN: DE66 7005 0000 0301 2792 80
BIC: BYLADEMM
Buchungskennzeichen: 4170.0173.1804
Annual convention working group Geoarchaeology, 12. - 14. May 2017

Abstract of a contribution

Please send your abstracts as Word- or LibreOffice file till 05.02.2017 to: bernhard.lucke@fau.de

Type of presentation:
- Lecture
- Poster

Title:

Authors: name, last name¹, name, last name² & name, last name³

¹Name and address of institution; email.
²Name and address of institution.
³Name and address of institution.

Abstracts with max. 2000 characters, no figures.